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.Wolfenstein Developer to Switch to Source Once the smartphone game Wolfenstein: Enemy Territory was acquired by Nexon/Gearbox in June, it has faced a disappointing reception. That is, until developer MachineGames recently announced they are canceling the project and "pursuing other game development opportunities". They added that the cancellation didn't mean the end of Wolfenstein: Enemy Territory, and they plan to help us out with a new game "as
soon as possible". In a series of posts, MachineGames stressed that despite the game's cancellation, they are still "making sure" we get to see the end product. Sadly, they told us that it "wouldn't be possible" to switch to the new engine we've all been clamoring for after years of games being powered by id Tech's ageing engine. As a thank you to us for our "lengthy support", MachineGames offered users a free game for the Google Play store. You can download the

game here and play it now. It's just a shame that the developer is unable to move forward with the game as we've been waiting for years to see a new Wolfenstein game. We'd be happy to help MachineGames, as always, by selling ads, tracking user data, and providing a solid service for the mobile platform. In the meantime, you can keep playing Wolfenstein: Enemy Territory on the Google Play Store and maybe some time down the line, there will be a new
Wolfenstein game.Q: Javascript newbie: Member variable not working in recursive function I am new to javascript. I can get the following simple code to work: function test(number){ var number=Number(Number(number).toString()); if (typeof Number(number)!="undefined") { if (Number(number)===number){ console.log("if works "); return test(number); } else { console.log("else works "); } } else { console.log("else works "); } } However 3da54e8ca3
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